
A confounding variable is related to the explanatory variable and affects the response variable or outcome-
Observed effect can be due to more than on explanatory variable where the effects of each variable cannot be separated-

Spreads the effect evenlyRandomly assigning subjects to treatment groups

Controls for practice effectRandomising the order of treatment when a subject received multiple treatments

Eg. One doctor onlyRestriction of some form

Blocking subjects into smaller, more similar groups and performing mini-experiments
Blocking

Confounding effects minimalized by:-

Confounding

A lurking variable is unobserved or unmeasured and affects the relation between the exposure or explanatory variable and the outcome-
Lurking variable

Ensures groups are balanced for other possible known and unknown causes- Evens out the effects of uncontrolled potential confounding variables- We can check randomisation's effectiveness by comparing measurements for the different treatment groups prior to introducing the intervention/explanatory variable-

Randomisation

One factor or variable's degree of effect on the outcome depends on another variable which it is not related to-
Interaction effect

Estimates are precise if error is small-

Base estimates on more informationUsually involved a greater sample size
Replicating the experiment

Taking multiple readings/measurements from the same study unit and recording the average reading
Replicating the measurement

Blocking/StratificationControl

Precision can be increased by:-
Precision

Study Design Principals
Sunday, 2 August 2015 9:53 PM
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Having the same number of subjects in each treatment group-
Balance

A set of experimental units which do not receive the active treatment but are otherwise similar in all other aspects
Control Group-

A type of control groupA set of experimental units that receive a dummy or inactive treatment but are otherwise similar in all other aspects

Placebo Group-

Comparison Groups

Increases validity and precision- Controlling for known sources of variation in the response variable- Fixed Conditions: The conditions under which the experiment is conducted which are kept constant-
Blocking: Blocking similar subjects together making multiple mini-experiments-

Control

RandomisationComparisonControl

Requires:-
Validity

RESEARCH QUESTION-study design->
Numerical- Categorical-

DATA

Random Sampling and Independence (Study Design)- Normality (Probability Plot)- Equal/Constant Variance ([slarge/ssmall]2<2)- Model is correct-->

-Check Assumptions

Confidence Intervals- Hypothesis Theory- Modelling-

INFERENCES

->RESEARCH ANSWER
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No interaction, treatment, ect.- Experimenter observes individuals and measures variables of interest- Experimenter does not determines which group a study group belongs to- May be used is a designed experiment in unethical (eg. Smoking)-
Selection bias: Selection process may be bias towards a certain sub-groupResponse/Reporting bias: Different sub-groups being more or less likely to respond or diagnosis biasQuestion wording: Subjects interpretation of the questions

Conclusions about causation are difficult to makeRandomly assigning treatment is absentOther factors causing the observed association

Presence of confounders

Needs further studies to infer cause

Problems:-

Observational studies

The experimenter deliberately imposes some sort of treatment on the study units in order to observe a response-
Experimenter assigns study units to different treatment groups- May be unethical for some experiments such as smoking causing cancer-

Randomly assigning subjects to treatmentsRandomise in a way to control effects due to nuisance variables and measure the effects

Experimenter has control over randomisation process

Can usually infer cause after experiment

Advantages:-

Designed Experiments

Study Types
Sunday, 2 August 2015 10:09 PM
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Graphs, tablesa.Display the sample data1.
Summarise the distribution of the sample data using summary measures (statistics)2. Describe what is revealed by our displays and summary statistics3. Conjecture (Propose) about what could be happening in the population4.

Steps

Eg. Hair colourNominal: No order the categories

Eg. Low, Medium, HighOrdered: Order to the categories

Categorical-

Eg. Number of heads flipped from 5 coin flipsDiscrete: Finite number of numerical values

Eg. Height (theoretically) or distanceContinuous: Infinite number of numerical values

Numerical-

Type of Variables

Hierarchy of information
Continuous numerical1. Discrete Numerical2. Ordered Categorical3. Nominal Categorical4.

From Most informative to least

How the values from a sample are distributed among the possible variables-
Shape: Symmetrical, Skewed, Unimodal, MultimodalLocation: Centre of data (mode?)Spread: Variability in dataUnusual: Outliers of the groupAssociation: Relationship between variables

Describing a distribution:-
Distribution of Variables

Explanatory Data Analysis
Monday, 28 September 2015 10:42 AM
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